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ABSTRACT
The class library in Release 6.11 of SASIAF software has
expanded to include many new Visual and non~visual classes,
This paper takes a closer look at some of the visual classes and
what features they will add to your FRAME applications.

INTRODUCTION
Some of the new classes you will see listed when you go to fill a
region on a FRAME are the following:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Galalog Entry Viewer

Agure 1: Catalog Entry Viewer ObJec!

Command Push Button

•

Options such as the display of a column ruler
across the top of the output,line numbers, and
control over text capitalization are available.

•

CUstom colors can be defined to control
components of the output area such as the text,
column ruler, and line numbers.

Data Fonn (expenmental)
Data Table
Extended Input Field
Extended Text Entry

ExtemaJ File V"sewer

•

A font can be specified 1.0 display the text

Input Field

•

Scrollbars, both vertical and horizontal, can be
turned on enabling the user to scroll through
output that spans beyond the region.

•

Input Field Label

•

Image icon

•

Image Viewer

•
•

OLE

•

Process Flow Diagram

•

Toolbar

•

Video Player

•

Work Area

Methods can be used to further control the object's
display and behavior. For example,
•

Most, if not all, of the attributes assigned in the
object attnbute window can b. queried and
modified using the appropriate methods, such as
_GET3EXT_COLOR_and
_SELTEXT_COLOR_.

•

You can specify a new catalog entlY to be
displayed using _SET_ENTRY~

•

Marking text in the- viewer can be controned using
..ENABLE_MARKS_. Rowand column
information about the area marked can then be
retrieved and further processed using
_GELMARK_.

•

Hotspots can be assigned to a particular area on
lIle report using ..REGISTER_HOTSPOTS_.
_GET_REGISTERED_HOTSPOTS_, in return,
supplies infonnation about hotspots currently
registered on the viewer.

•

For infonnation about where and what the user
clicI<s on In the viewer (e.g. row and column,
actual text or word, name of hotspot),
_GET_CUCK_INFO_ and _GET_CUCK...AREA.can be used.

•

To change the cursor shape as the user passes
over specific areas in the viewer you can use the
foUowing Widget class methods,
_CURSOR_TRACKING_ON... and
_SET _CURSOR_SHAPE_ .

Organizational Chart

In addition to the new classes listed above, the Region Attribute
window that opens for all objects in a FRAME has t;>een
significantly enhanced. New outline, titie and color aMbu!••
have been added, allowing you even greater control over the
appearance of each object on the window.
All of the above are descnbed in more detail throughout the
remainder of the paper. It should be noted, however, that the list
of features and supported methods given for each class is not an
exhaustive one. It serves only as an overview as to what each
class has to offer. For more on each class, refer to SASIAF
Software: FRAME Class Dic~onalY, Version 6, Rrst EdiOon.

Catalog Entry Viewer
No more extended tables! At least not for applications where all
you need to do i. browse or edit oulput that. stored in a catalog
entry. In previous releases, to display output in a FRAME, the
extended table- object was used for this purpose.

The catalog entry viewer automatically displays output from SA$"
catalog entry sources such as SCL, LOG, OUTPUT, HELP or
SOURCE entne. in a region on a FRAME. ScrOlling is harn:ited
automatically With no code having to be written by the developer.

Command Push Button
The push button object, first available in Release 6.08,
is an object that you commonly see on many user
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interfaces. It is designed to look like a rectangular button, labeled
with text and can inmate an action 'When the user selects il It is
fixed in size and the background coior of the button cannot be
controlled, On some systems, the text color can be changed but
the back-ground color is always b'li1&rited from the FRAME entry's
background color.
In contrast, a command push button object does have resizing
capability. Its shape can be rectangular or square, thin or thick
and on some operating systems you have complete control over
the background color of the button.

!push Buttons\

ICommand

Butta1S\

E~~%§~J
Gwg~J

Il&kf:-;;::iifihli
L_____ J
Agure 2: Command Push Button Objects

•

The tool allows browsing or editing of SAS data
sets a single row at a time.

•

Computed columns can be added.

•

SCrolling through the data is automaticatly handled
by the tool using popwup menu selections at
execution time.

•

To disPlay only a portion or subset 01 the data,
where clause conditions can be speCified in the
object's attribute window,

•

Editing options also allow control over the addition
of new rows as well as allow duplication or
deletion 01 existing rows,

•

Each column can be displayed using a different
object The cia.. used to rapresent the data can
ba specified through the aMbute window or by
working interactively with the object on the
FRAME entry.

•

At build time, the order, size and region attributes
in which the columns are disptayed can be
changed by using the mouse to move or resize as
wen as by opening the object or region attribute
Windows to change the object's attnbutes or
appearance.

•

General Data Form options include surrounding
both the data and its corresponding label with a
container object and specifying whether to use the

Other ciflerences are
•

The text within a command push button object will always
remain centered as you grow and shrink the obiect.

•

The color of the text within the command push button itself
inherits the SASCOLOR foreground setting. Altering the
text color fOT a push bUtton object is an option in the
objecfs attribute window.

•

The value of a command push_button object when selected

takes on the value of the text that is displayed on the button.
This diffe", slightly from the functionality provided by a push
button object which can take on a value different than the
text displayed on the button when selected. That value can
be assigned in the object's attribute winoow and can be
either a numeric or character value.

Data Form (Experimental)
OM of the new data tools, a data form object,. graphically
displays data one row at a time and uses SAS/AF objects to
display the columns in a SAS data set. When designing a data
form, each column in the table can be displayed using different
objects that best represent the data.

column name or label as the label for the widget
on the frame.

•

other individual column customizations include
control of text capitalization, specifying whether or
not ttJ~ column is required or protected.
Justification of the data in the column can be
specified as wet! as maximum, minimum and
initial values can be supplied

•

Different fonts can be used to display both the
data in each column and its cotumn label.

•

Colors for each column's data, label and error
conditions can be specified. The foreground and
background coloi' of each can be customized

•

All customizations can be saved to a common
location, a DATAFORM entry, fur use by other
data tables or data fonns.

•

The Data Form class can be subciassed to
override specific method behavior. Its behavior
can also be overridden -for a particular instance of

For example, in a data entry application, instead of typing the

name of a department into a data entry field, a list box object can
be used allowing the user to simply select the department name.
Similar1y, sales numbers can be displayed using Critical success
factor (CSF) objects which use color ranges to indicate where the
numbers are with respect to the sales goals.
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the class using the new _SETJNSTANCE_METHOO_

_SET_LABEL_BACKGROUNO_COlOR_
sets the defautt color used to display the back-ground
for all data widgets or labels.

method.

Customizing the Object USing Methods

_SELDATAJ'ONT_.
_SELOATA_COlOR_.
_SET_lABElYONT~
_SET_LABEl_COlOR_
sets the default font and foreground color used for a/l of
the data or label widgets on the data fonn.

When you want to change the data set being displayed, subset or
sort the data, or search for specific values in the table, you can
uso mothods in til. FRAME's SCl to que!)! tile object and control
its behavior at run time. For examp1e, you can use
_SELDATASET_
sets the data set being accessed by the object.

_ERROROFF_COLUMN,
.J:RRORON_COlUMN_
controls error handling on a column.

_ FINO_ROW_. _REPEAT_FIND_ROW_
enabies you to pass in the string you are searching for and the
method returns the row number(s) of the next observation that
meets the find request

_PROTECLCOlUMN_.
_UNPROTECT_COlUMN_
controls the protection mode of a column.

_SET_WHERE_
sets where clauses on the table.

The above methods can be used in the FRAME's SCL
also; however, by separating the logic that is specific
10 the deta itself. such as error handling or protecling
and unprotecting of cotumns based on values entered
in other columns, these same data rules can then be
applied 10 other data table or data fonn objocts through
the use of the same Model SCL

_SORT_
sorts the tabte by one or more columns.
_GET_COLUMN3EXT~

_GELCOlUMN_VALUE_
retums the actual character text or numeric value for that
particular column. This is useful when you want to perlorm
specific actions based on the value of a specific column (for
example. traffic lighting).

Data Table
A data table object can be added to a FRAME
application and displays data in a row and column
fonna~ mUch like a spreadsheet Multiple rows of data
are displayed at a time.

_SET_COlUMN_TEXT_.
_SET_COlUMN_VAlUE_
sets the character text or numeric value for a particular column.
_GET_CURRENT_WIDGET_INFO_
returns information about the currently active widget
_GET_LlNKED_COlUMN_
returns the name of the column linked to the specified widget
_GET_CURRENLROW_NUMBER_
retneves the row number of the current row.
_GOTO_COlUMN_. _GOTO_ROW_
_ HSCROll_
all control scrolling of tile data form oRher to a specific column.
row, or page.
_SET_KEY~

_KEY_COUNT_

Agure 4: Data Table Object

sets a key for quick retrieval of rows in the table and returns the

number of rows that meets the current key.

•

The tool allows browsing Qraditing of SAS data
sets in a tabular format.

•

Computed columns ca.n be added.

•

Scrolling tIlrough the deta. both vertically and
horizontally. is automatically handled by tile Iooi.

•

To display only a portion or subset of the table,

The Mode' SCL
Rules for performlng data valida.tion or definmg computed
columns are stored separately from the FRAME SeL These
rules typically go in what's referred to as the Model SeL. The
Model Sel is a SCl entry sk>red separately from tl1s FRAME
SCl and is assigned k> the DATAFORM entry in tho objocfs
attribute window as tIlo DATAFORM SCL.

where clause conditions can be specified in the
objecfs attribute window,

Storing this logic separate from the FRAME's Sel enables other
data fonns or data tables to use these same specifications simply

•

by referencing the same SCl entry.
Some of the methods that are commonly used in the Model sel

are

•

Editing options also allow control over the addition
of new rows to the table as well as allowing
duplication or deletion of existing rows.
Diflllrent fonts can be used to display both the
data in each column and jts column heading or

_GET_DATA.-BACKGROUNO_COLOR_.
_GET_LABEl_BACKGROUND_COLOR_
return the default colors that are used to display the background
for all data widgets or Jabels.

tabel.
•

_SET_DATA_BACKGROUND_COlOR_.
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Colors for each column's data, label and error
conditions can be specified. The foreground and
background coloref each can be customized.
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•

Individual column customizations include control of text
capitalization, specifying whether or not the column Is
required or protected, Justification of the data in the column
can be specified as well as maximum, minimum and initial
values can be supplied.

•

Extensive customizing of the table layout can be done
1I1rough table options such as controlling 1I1e boroer,
margins, grid style, and text justification.

•

Other general table options include displaying row and
column labels, growing the rows or columns to fit the region,
allowing the user to resize colUmns at execution time,
support for drag and drop and more.

•

The order in which the columns are displayed can be
changed by dragging a oolumn to • new loealion in 1he table
and dropping it during both build time and run time.

•

Column resiZing can also be done by grabbing the columnls
border and growing or shrinking it to the desired size.

•

Plinting is supported for the current display or for the entire
table.

•

All column c:ustomizaiions can be saved to a common

enables you to pass in the string you are searching for
and the me1hod returns the row numbe~s) of the next
obselVation that meets the find request.
_SELECT_ROVV_,_CLEAR_SELECT_
userul when using a data table as a selection list where
you want to highlight an entire row as if selected or
olear (deselect) a row.
_HOLD_COLUMN_, _RELEASE_COLUMN_
hOlds or releases a giVen column (and all viSible
colUmns to its left) when left and right scrolling occurs.
_GET_TOPROW_, _SET_TOPROVV_
retums or sets the topmost row in the tab!e,
_GOTO_ROW_, _GOTO_COLUMN_
goes to a specified row or column.
There are many other methods which control tab!e
attributes such as the default margins, vertical and
horiZontal adjustmenlwithin the cells, grid color, styleand wid1l1 and mo,e.

The Model SCL
The Data Table class shares the same rules and
me1hcds fo, Its Model SCl as 1I1e Data Fonn class.
Referto the section under Data Form labeled The
Model SCL fo, mo", detail.

locatron, a DATAFORM entry, to,ose by o1herdata tables or
data tonns.
•

The Data Table class can be subdassed to override specific
method behavior. Its behavior can also be overridden for a
partioula, inatano. of the 01... USing the new
_SET_INSTANCE...METHOD_ me1l1od.

Extended Input Field
There are several objects that can be used as data
entry fields on a FRAME entry such as

CUstomizing the Object Using Methods
Uke the Data Fonn class, the Data Table's behavior can be
controlled through the use of methods in the FRAME's SCL.
Some of the methods available and that are typically placed in
the FRAME's SCL are
_SET_DATASET_
whioh enables you to change the data set that;s being displayed
in the data table dynamically.

•

Text Entl)' Field (supported in previous releases)

•

Extended Text Entry Reid (new)

•

Input Field (new)

•

Extended Input Field (new).

Each widget offers some unique features over the
others. The main difference all three new additions
have over the text entl)' field object previously available
is thet 1I1ese new Qbjects are graphical components.
This brings greater controt over the placement of the
object on the FRAME entry. The Iext entry field can
only be aligned on a window to the nea",st column or
row specification. The graphical objects can be placed
to !he nearest pixel which anows you more flexibility
when dealing with limited real estate of a window.
Fields can be placed closer together; more objects can
be added to a window.

_SET_WHERE_
.sets where Clauses on the table.
_SORT_
sorts the table by one or more columns.
_GET_COLUMN3EXT_
_GET_COLUMN_VALUE_
returns the actual character text or numeric value for that
particular column. This is useful when you want to perform
specific actions based on the value of a specific column (for
example, traffic lighting).

The extended input field supports automatic scrotling,
alloWing the user to enter values longer than the
display leng1h of 111. field. The widget also allows 1I1e
use of host fonts for displaying the data in the field.
Marl<ing 01 text is supported as well as pamgraph-s\yle
word wrap. In addition to support for the standard
SASCOlORs, the extendad input field Widget also
supports user-defined colors.

_SET_COLUMN_TEXT_,
_SET_COLUMN_VALUE_
sets the character text or numeric vatue for a particular column.
_PRINT_SETUP_
brings up a dialogue to set printing options.
_PRINT_
prints 1he table.

If you want the object to automatically handle field
validation either by specifying it as a required field or by
providing a jist or range of valid values, you will want to
continue using the1ext entry object That functionality
Is automatically btilt into 1he object and can be
specified in the objecfs attribute window.

_GET_ATIRISUTES_. _SET_ATIRIBUTES_
returns and a1temately sets attributes for the data table object
such as the display of column labels versus co!umn names, the
use of a grid in the table, the resizing of columns and more.
J'IND_ROW__REPEAT_FIND_ROW_
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•

set an auto~oorrect image option which then automatically
attempts to coklrwcorrect an image so that it can always
display on the current device.

•

use methods such as _READ_CAT ALOG~,
_READ_CLlPBOARD_, and _READ_FILEPATH_ to ad an
image from another source and dynamically change the
image currently being displayed.

•

Process Flow Diagram
8uilcBng a pr<>eess flow diagram is ea$jl using this new
object's interactive eorting environment You can
design a diagram composed of graphics objects, such
as image. or SASIGRAPH® output objects, along with
other standard symbols and drawing tools by dragging
and dropping them where you want them in your
diagnllTL For example,

OLE
The OLE class enables you to include an Object Linking and
Embedding (OLE) object in a FRAME entry. There are three
types of OLE classes: the OLE Insert Class, the OLE Paste
Class, and the OLE Read Class.

•

to add a symbol onto the drawing area, simply
drag a symbol from the Symbol Palette on the
toolbar and drop it where you want it to go.

•

to connect the nodes with arrows, drag from the
inside edge of one node to the inside edge of
another node.

•

to add text to an item on the diagram, simply
select it and begin typing.

•

1f you want to move a node, simply drag it to its
new location. All connecung arrows will move
along with the node
well.

Release 6.11 now fuUy exploits OLE 2.0. New functionality
inclUdes support for
•

drag and drop of OLE objects within the same SAS/AF
FRAME or across windows.

•

visual editing which allows you to edit an OLE object in the
contalner appncation versus having to open a separate

window to edit its contents.
•

automation of objects which provides a mechanism to
control or script other applicalicns using new eel methods,

•

OLE control (OCX) support which enables the use of third

.s

Using items from various context sensitive pop-up
menus, you can

party OCXs witl1in a FRAME application.

Organizational Chart
The Organizational Chart class creates hierarchical charts from
data stored in SAS data sets or SCL lists. A chart can be created
from any kind of hierarchical data suoh as an employee
database, a file or library directory, project management data, or
class hierarchies.

Using an organizational chart object, you can
display hierarchical trees symmetrically or asYYllmetrically.

•

change the size, color, font and borders of the nodes. Each
node on the tre. is a FRAME object

•

display catalog or host file images inside the nodes,

•

display text horizontally or vertically.

•

change tre. Orientation from "'fi-to-right or top-to-bottom.

•

change visual aspects of the tree at execution time using the
pop..up menu or by opening the object's attribute window,

•

•

change the font

•

speoify different colors to be used for each node,
arrow or text.

•

control the style of line used as well as its Width.

•

compress the diagram in cases where the
diagram islargertl1an the viewing area, enabling
you to see more of the diagram without having to
scroll.

•

select multiple elements in the diagram and use
the condense option which will automatically
create a subdiagram enabling you to manage
large or complex diagrams by breaking them into
smaller pieces that users can access by dOlling
down.

For further customizanon, SeL programs can be written
that execute when a specifiC node or item in the
diagram is selected for drill down applications. For
example! design a process flow diagram to depict a
specific manufacturing process. When one of the
nodes or elements in the diagram is selected, an SCL
program can be exeouted that displays a oontrol ohart
of the most recent data that the node represents.

FIgure 6: Organlzallonal Chart Oblect

•

change the attributes of the lines used to connect
the nodes such as their color and width or hide
them completely.

Conversely, the diagram can be data-driven by using
one or more 01 the object's methods. To extend the
previous example, the nodes in the diagram can
function as traffic lights. Methods can be used to
dynamically change the color of a node based on
values in the undertying data that the node represents.
Using the object's methods, you can
•

print text nodes.
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dynamically create neW nodes and arrows by
using the ,fiDD_NODE_ and _ADD_ARROW_
methods.
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...

retrieve information about a specified node or arrow, or
about other currently selected elements in the process flow
diagram using the _GET_INFO_ method.

•

change the default settings for attributes such as font, node
color or line style, using the _SET_DEFAUL TS_ method.

•

gray or protect individual items on the toolbar or
the entire molbar itself using the _GRAY_method.
Similarly, ~UNGRAY_ returns the toolbarorbutton
to a selectable star..

•

dynamically build a toolbar or change its settings
at run time using methods such as
_SET_D ISPLAY_TYPE __SET_IMAGE_,
_SELLABEL _SET_FONT_,
_SET_SPACE_AFTER_ and mo ....

To change these attributes for specific arrows ornod$$, use

_SET_1NFO_ which expects the name of the element to be
passed in as an argument.
Once created, the process flow diagram can be printed or saved
in several different forms. A graphical representation 01 the
diagram can be saved in bitmap fonmat to a me or to the clipboard
or to a SAS catalog as a GRSEG or IMAGE entry. Or, you may
decide to save the structural Information about the diagram to a
SAS data .et or SLiST catalog entry. Saving it in thiS fonmat
enables you to use these files as input to other process flow
diagrams.

Video Player
Using this class, you can add multimedia to your
FRAME applications! You can play video clips and
control playback features such as the portion of the
Video that is played, the volume and balance of the
audio, playback speed and size of the picture.
As with all the objects in a FRAME application, its
behavior can be controUed using methods, You can

Toolbar
A toOlbar consists of one or more buttons containing a label, an
image, or both. Each item on the toolbar can be defined to
perform a specific action when the user selects andiordeselects
the item.

•

conditionaUy start and stop the video using
_PLAY_and_STOP_,

•

use _PLAY_SEGMENT_ to play only a portion of
the video by specifying the starting and ending
frame numbers,

•

change the video heing played using
_SET_TEXT_ to specify a different video
filename.

•

tell the Video to play once or play repeatedly until
stopped using _SET_PLAY_MODE_.

Work Area
Using this class, an area is created in a FRAME entry
in which you can place other objects. A work area
object Is .crollable, the ...fore, it can be larger than the
FRAME Itself and provlde a virtually unlimited dasktop
area.

In addition to selecting images. labels and actions for each
button, you can
•

design toolbars_that are vertical or horizontal in the frame.

•

control the toolb.r layout and provide automatic scrolling
capability when the toolbar cannot display all the buttons at
once.

•

select fonts for labels.

•

specify status line help for each button,

•

specify whether buttons act like push buttons, check boxes,
or radio buttons.

•

save toolbar definitions in SeL lists so they can be reused.

•

design the application using drag and drop sinee tho toolbar
class automatically supports this functionality both In build
mode and at run time. In build mode, you can change the
order that the lIoms appear on the toolbar by dragging a
button over to its new I-ocation. At run time, the user can
also drag an item from the toolbar and drop iton another
object on tho FRAME entry to pertorm certain actions.

•

retrieve the index number, and optionally the name, of the
button solected at run Ume using the _GET_LAST_SEL..
method. The index number corresponds to its position in
the toolbar.

The SASIASSIST® Desktop (Figure 8), new in Release
6.11, uses the Work Area class as its under1ying
!echnology and serv•• as an example of the type of
user interface or application that can be designed using
work areas.

8: SAS/ASSfST Desktop
The Items In a work area may represent data (like an
icon that represents a SAS data set) or tasks (like
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printing 0, graphing) or applications (like producing daily reports).

In a work area, you can
•

perform tasks on or with the objects by selection, with drag
and drop functionality, or through u.e,-defined pop-ups-

•

dynamically create and position new objects.

•

save your current work area layout so you can return to' it.
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Enhanced Region Attributes Window
This new window provides greater consistency and more control
ove, the appearance of any object added to a FRAME entry. Its
options can be broken down into three main areas:

SAS, SAS/ASSIST Desktop, SAS/AF and
SASIGRAPH are registered 1radematl<s or tradematl<s
of SAS )nstitute Inc. In the USA and other countries. ®
Indicates USA regist"'"on.

OuUln.
provides choices of outline styles, control over the light source
and width of 1119 outline, The object oan ruse be designed to act
like a button, You can control its behavior by setting its button
behavior to perfonn like a
•

push button, which when the user clicks once, will give the
effect 01 a button being momentarily pushed in (or selected)
and then pushed out (unseleoted),

•

check box, whlch is similar to the push button except that
the button acts like a toggle, switching from selected and
unselected states each time the user clicks on the region,

•

radio button, which when seleoted, can no longer be
unselected. The button can only be "nselected by the
application through a method call. This feature is suited for
applications where the developer wants to manage their own
radio box,

Other brand and product names are registered
trademarks or trademarks of their !'aspective
companies.

If you've chosen one of the button behaviors above, you can also

set an option to have it initialty selected and provide a desoription
which is used when the user selects the object for additional help
on the item.
TIlle
enable. you to enter a text string to display in the top region
border. You can control its font, text justification and the vertical
adjustment

Color
controls both the outline and background color of the objecfs
region, SASCOLOR options are available and on some bost
custom colors can also be defined.

CONCLUSION
The best way to see What these new classes have to offer is to
try them outl Use them to build objects and """Iorethel, object
and region attribute settings. Use the SCL debugger to test the
various methods that each class supports to see What information
can be dynamically retrieved and set at execution time.

This paper has only skimmed the surface as to the feature set
provided with Release 6.11, specifically what some of the neW
FRAME classes have to offer. The class library has increased
significantly. And with the addition of the Composfte class, which
enables you to deSign your own objects, the control that you have
over the design and functionality 01 your FRAME applications is
virtually limitless!
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